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Introduction

Under the cosh: The pressures in igaming affiliate 
marketing

The pendulum-swing of regulatory and legislative opinion against online 
gambling marketing comes at a pivotal moment for the affiliate sector. Moves 
in some territories, such as the UK, Italy, Sweden, Spain and Belgium, place 
affiliates in the gambling regulatory spotlight, while other moves in relation to 
online advertising are similarly changing the nature of the affiliate landscape. 

All this is taking place against a backdrop of slowing M&A momentum. The 
rise of the super-affiliate is closely tied to the regulatory embrace and has 
helped to create a market structure that is now more clearly defined than 
ever before between large and small. The likelihood is that the current lack of 
deals is more of a pause and that more deals will be announced during 2019. 
But at the very top of the tree Catena Media has said that its M&A strategy 
has evolved towards fewer, and potentially bigger, deals.

The regulation of US sports betting is one example of how new markets 
bring their own challenges and opportunities. This report looks into the 
interplay between the online gambling regulatory backdrop and the affiliate 
marketing sector, and discusses how it has already adapted and how the 
market will evolve in the years to come. 

Introduction
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Affiliates in the regulatory 
spotlight
As much as with their own 
customers – the world’s online 
gambling operators – online 
gambling-focused affiliates are 
increasingly under the regulatory 
spotlight in the UK as well as  across 
various other jurisdictions including 
the newly regulated Swedish market, 
Denmark, Italy (where an outright 
ban on all forms of gambling 
marketing will come into force in 
2019), Spain and Belgium.

None of this should be surprising. 
The pressure being exerted on 
operators with regard to the 
marketing of gambling across 
Europe – nowhere more so than 
in the UK – is forcing operators to 
fundamentally reconsider how they 
go about their activities. 

This includes their affiliate 
relationships; hence decisions such 
as that of Sky Bet in September 2017 
to end its own affiliate programme 
while 888 and GVC’s Ladbrokes 
have also indicated a scaling back of 
their activities in the area. Further, 
in September 2017 it was reported 
that Paddy Power Betfair had sent 
a letter to its affiliates warning of a 
‘one-strike-and-you’re-out’ rule over 
future rules violations.

All this is taking place in the 
context of an increasing groundswell 
of criticism from consumers, as 
much as from politicians and 
legislators, of the marketing of 

gambling in an increasing number 
of regulated markets. Spain, 
Belgium and Denmark are the 
latest to instigate crackdowns on 
the advertising of gambling in 
general, while as mentioned Italy 
will next year institute a complete 
ban at some point on all gambling 
marketing (a development fraught 
with issues for affiliates).

The pressure being exerted by 
the UK (see below for the rundown 

Part 1: Affiliates and the 
pendulum-swing against  
igaming marketing
The affiliate marketing 
sector is under pressure 
from the latest moves in 
Italy, Spain, Belgium, the 
UK and Sweden. This has 
important implications 
for the future of not 
only affiliates but also 
operators and could be 
the defining factor in the 
continued relationship 
between the two

Affiliates need to be 
acting as if they were 
licensed themselves
John Hagan, Harris Hagan
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of regulations either directly or 
indirectly affecting affiliates in the 
UK) is “well overdue”, suggests 
John Hagan, founding partner at 
Harris Hagan and chairman of the 
Industry Group for Responsible 
Gambling (IGRG).

“Affiliates need to be advertising 
in a socially responsible way,” he 
says. “They need to be acting as if 
they were licensed themselves. Now, 
I don’t believe there is any appetite 
on the part of the Commission to 
license affiliates themselves but if 
they don’t act in a responsible way, 
then they will find that operators 
won’t work with them.”

An industry split
This is a stark either/or choice. 
Sarah MacDonald, senior associate 
at Wiggin, agrees with Hagan’s 
prognosis and suggests that 
affiliates seeking to carry on in the 
long term will have to adjust to this 
new reality. 

“It stands to reason that if 
operators are increasingly under the 
spotlight of the relevant regulators 
to ensure that their marketing 
activities are conducted properly, 
affiliates will need to up their game 
too,” she says.

In many jurisdictions, she adds, 
an operator is simply not in a 
position to claim that the marketing 
of their products and services was 
produced by an affiliate as a way to 
relieve them from their compliance 
obligations. 

“But what this means is affiliates 
will need to ensure that they are 
producing marketing that complies 
with all the relevant rules,” she adds. 
“Whilst this may mean that the 
more non-compliant affiliates find 
themselves out of work, this is a 
huge opportunity for those affiliates 
who understand the regulations to 
gain the trust of the operators and 
dominate the sector.”

The carrot and the stick
Those affiliates that are willing 
participants in this self-elective 
process of prepping for greater 
scrutiny are positioning themselves 
to enjoy better business prospects 
in a promised land of compliant 
affiliate marketing. 

In this way, it can be argued, the 
regulatory structure in the process 
of being constructed in various 
jurisdictions is both a threat and an 
opportunity.

“It’s threat in the sense that 
affiliates who have not woken up 
and smelt the coffee – and as a 
consequence very considerably 
upped their game in terms of 
regulatory compliance – will find 
themselves out in the cold, at least 
insofar as their relationships, or 
absence of them, with responsible 
operators in reputable jurisdictions 
are concerned,” says David Clifton, 
co-founder of the Clifton Davies 
legal consultancy. 

“It’s an opportunity in the sense 
that affiliates who commit to 
education, training and a proper 
commitment to compliance with 
advertising, data protection and 
gambling regulatory requirements 
will have a sustainable future and a 
very major competitive advantage 
over their less responsible rivals.”

Ready or not
Knowing there is change afoot and 
being capable to doing anything 
about it are, of course, two separate 
things. The second does not 
necessarily follow from the first 
– just ask anyone who has ever 
studied a mass extinction event. 

A large part of the reason 
why the affiliate sector has seen 
the extensive M&A that it has in 
recent years can be ascribed to 
the pressures being placed on 
affiliates by regulation. Among the 
smaller players, the enthusiasm 
to carry on under the weight of a 
greater regulatory burden and with 
potentially diminished prospects 
even if they manage to trim their 
sails accordingly is likely to be 
limited. In such circumstances, a sale 
process can look very attractive.

Preparedness for greater scrutiny 
will be mixed, suggests Clifton. 
“Some who have heeded the clear 
and longstanding warning signs are 
well prepared,” he says. “Others who 
haven’t, aren’t.”

He points to the response in 

I find it staggering that 
some affiliates still say, 
‘Tell us what to do and 
we’ll do it’
David Clifton, Clifton Davies 
Consultancy
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some quarters to the well-signalled 
advice from the UK Gambling 
Commission. As far back as January 
2018, the Commission was warning 
that it would be looking at putting 
in place more robust measures 
with regard to perceived failings in 
affiliate marketing efforts. Formal 
confirmation of this followed in 
August with the rules coming into 
effect on 31 October.

“I find it staggering that some 
affiliates still say, ‘Tell us what to 
do and we’ll do it,’” Clifton says. 
“I have read complaints that the 
regulatory landscape is too complex 
and ambiguous for affiliates to 
understand but it really could not 
be clearer to anyone who has taken 
even the smallest degree of trouble 
to find out.”

But as MacDonald points out, 
none of this is truly new. It’s just 
that there is a better understanding 
among consumers of what should 
– and should not – be regarded as 
permissible when it comes to online 
marketing generally, and gambling 
specifically.

“The fact that there have been 
so many reports of affiliates being 
dropped by operators or affiliates 
producing seriously non-compliant 
marketing materials suggests 
that many affiliates are not well 
prepared,” says Clifton. 

“However, these more stringent 
regimes are not new. The rules on 
gambling advertising have been 
around for a long time – the only 
change now is that the public are 
bringing non-compliance with 
the rules to the attention of the 
regulators.”

The wide blue-grey yonder
As with the operators, when it 
comes to the increasingly binary 
decision with regard to regulated or 
unregulated markets, affiliates facing 
exactly the same question have a 

choice to move their focus onto 
lesser, and likely greyer, markets. It’s 
a choice that, as Clifton says, will be 
“obvious” for some.

“Those who are not prepared to 
subject themselves to the necessary 
degree of effective self-regulation 
required to satisfy ever-more 
stringent regulatory requirements 
in European jurisdictions will no 
doubt seize the opportunity to 
capitalise on prospects afforded 
by new frontiers,” he says. “Why 
wouldn’t they?”

This question can only be 
answered in monetary terms, says 
MacDonald. “There will always be 
affiliates that go in search of less 
stringent markets,” she suggests. 
“What they will need to decide is 
where it is most lucrative to operate 
– just because they will need to run 
compliant campaigns in some of 
the more tightly regulated markets 
doesn’t mean that those markets 
should be avoided.”

NewSA
Of course, some new markets 
will come with even stricter rules 

pertaining to affiliates. In New 
Jersey, any affiliate that works on 
the basis of a revenue share with 
any of the sports-betting or online 
gaming operators now up and 
running within the state will find 
that they need to be regulated. 

It is why the market will likely be 
heavily skewed towards simple cost-
per-acquisition (CPA) deals, as this 
means that there is no need for the 
affiliate to get regulated. 

Such nuances might also mean 
that a differing operator/affiliate 
model emerges in all the various 
state-by-state markets, says Clifton. 
“I agree with those who forecast 
adoption of the New Jersey 
licensure model for affiliates, which 
will present high regulatory hurdles, 
particularly when revenue-share 
arrangements are proposed,” he 
says. “So to that extent, I believe a 
different structure of relationship 
between operator and affiliate is 
bound to emerge.”

MacDonald points out that 
in many ways, the regulatory 
backdrop for gambling advertising 
in the US is, at present, pretty 

Gambling advertising 
is likely to be an 
area of particular 
interest to the FTC, 
whether produced 
by operators or their 
affiliates
Sarah MacDonald, Wiggin
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much unknowable. “What we do 
know is that the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC), the major 
regulatory body for the advertising 
market, is not just concerned with 
unfair competition and consumer 
protection but is increasingly 

focused on the regulation of 
advertising to children and the 
advertising of particular goods 
(such as alcohol and tobacco). 

“More recently, it has also 
started to monitor affiliate 
marketing and there have been 

a number of cases brought by 
the FTC regarding influencer 
marketing,” she adds. “Gambling 
advertising is, therefore, likely to 
be an area of particular interest to 
the FTC, whether it is produced by 
operators or their affiliates.”

Affiliates and GB regulations
Marketing and the LCCP
Though affiliates are not themselves regulated by 
Great Britain’s Gambling Commission, the Licensing 
Conditions and Codes of Practice’s (LCCP) social-
responsibility provisions make it clear that operators 
are responsible for the messaging that is issued on 
their behalf. Among the guidelines is the provision that 
advertising for gambling “must not be misleading” 
and that “significant conditions of limitations” to 
any free bet offers must be clearly displayed and 
transparent. Moreover, operators need to ensure that 
all marketing communications should not be sent to 
those customers who have self-excluded.

Advertising standards
Operators and their affiliates also have to abide by 
specific rules as set out by the Advertising Standards 
Authority (ASA) and its non-broadcast Advertising and 
Direct & Promotional Marketing (CAP) code. Again, 
the operator is liable to sanction should any adverts 
be deemed to have fallen foul of the code, with those 
found to be in consistent breach of the rules being 
referred to Trading Standards or the Competition and 
Markets Authority (CMA). The CAP Code contains 
specific rules with regard to gambling and social 
responsibility to which all affiliates must adhere, 
including not advertising to children, the sending of 
unsolicited mail, clear notification of advertorial and 
provisions around misleading marketing.

Industry Group for Responsible Gambling
Both operators and affiliates need to comply with 
the IGRG industry code on responsible advertising, 
which itself includes an obligation to abide by all 
aspects of the CAP Code and also includes advice 
on socially responsible messaging to be displayed on 
all advertisements along with the GambleAware web 
address and branding. This includes click-throughs, 
where the affiliates and operators are instructed to 
direct traffic to a landing page where GambleAware 
messaging is prominent.

The third edition of the Code also made reference 
to the Gambling Commission’s explicit advice with 
regard to affiliates. “As such operators are encouraged 
to use their best endeavours to ensure that all of 
the relevant Code requirements are also followed by 
affiliate marketers of all kinds,” says the March 2018 
edition of the Code.

Data protection
All should at least be aware of the provisions 
enshrined within the General Data Protection 
Regulation (the dreaded GDPR) but the affiliate sector 
also has the UK’s Information Commissioners Office 
(ICO) on its back. 

In November 2016 the body announced a 
crackdown on gambling affiliate spam marketing, 
requesting details on how affiliates used the personal 
information they gleaned on consumers.
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Consolidation interruptus
The wave of M&A that has affected 
the gambling affiliates sector 
predates the present period of 
multiple regulatory squeezes in 
Europe, although it is certainly 
directly related to the trend towards 
greater oversight of affiliate 
marketing activities.

Going by the data compiled by 
iGaming Business going back to the 
summer of 2014, the likes of Catena 
Media (with 34 deals by its own 
count), XL Media, Gaming Innovation 
Group, Better Collective, Raketech, 
Cherry Gaming, Gambling.com 
and others have engaged on many 
dozens of deals, which collectively 
have led to the emergence of the 
super-affiliate.

It is not coincidental that all of 
the above named are also in some 
way listed entities, either directly, 
indirectly or, as is the case with 
the newest entrant into this area, 
Gambling.com, via the issuance of 
listed bonds.

However, definitions are important 
and it should be said that while not 
all super-affiliates have achieved 
their status via acquisition, neither 
are they all publicly listed entities. 
Oddschecker, for instance, sits within 
the new Stars Group/Sky Betting & 
Gaming entity, the UK’s Racing Post 
has also made its presence felt and 
groups such as KaFe Rocks, Lotto 
Logic, Skores, OLBG and Natural 
Intelligence have less exposure due 

The affiliate sector 
has witnessed a huge 
amount of M&A deals in 
recent years, as the trend 
towards consolidation 
has played a significant 
role in the formation of 
a new class of super-
affiliate that now 
dominates the landscape. 
Attention is now turning 
to how these businesses 
will develop and what 
pressures their formation 
will exert on the rest of 
the sector

to being private but are by no means 
the sector’s also-rans.

Still, despite the continued 
momentum for consolidation 
witnessed in the first six months 
of 2018, in the second half of the 
year it can be seen that the pace of 
M&A has slowed, if not completely 
stalled, with the last major deal 
being Catena Media’s ill-fated ASAP 
Italia acquisition. Significantly, that 
was overtaken by regulatory events 
when Italy’s populist coalition 
government moved to institute 
a ban on all forms of gambling 
marketing and advertising, including 
affiliates, a matter of weeks after 
the deal was announced.

In fact, going by publicly available 
information tracked by iGaming 
Business/Clear Concise Media since 
the start of 2018, there were 17 deals 
in the first half worth at least £65m. 
However, after June we have not 
logged any deals involving the major 
consolidators (see Table 1).

Hitting the brakes
“There has definitely been a 
slowdown in the M&A and that is to 
be expected,” says Ian Sims, founder 
and chief executive at affiliate 
landing-page tracker Rightlander 
and formerly the owner of the 
SlotJunkies website. “It is cyclical. 
You build up, get to a point of 
saturation, move content around, 
trim things, work out what staff 
you have and in the meantime the 

Part 2: The changing 
affiliate landscape
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number of sites you can handle will 
fall quite dramatically. Then you 
build again.”

Ryan Henderson, head of affiliates 
at Kindred Group, agrees that at least 
in the short term the tide has gone 
out on affiliate M&A. “I think this 
slowdown was widely expected,” he 
says. “There has been such a flurry 
of activity that those companies 
investing now need to take the time 
to consolidate their assets. With an 
increased focus on compliance, I 
imagine many are having to work 

synergies. Yet that arrives only after 
the effort has been expended in 
knitting the organisations together.

“The hardest part of any M&A 
is the integration,” says Gavin 
Walters, director of business 
development at Gambling.com. 
“This is a time-consuming process 
and one that must be carried 
out with precision. Companies 
need resources to assist with the 
acquisition of a new business so 
I feel this is playing a part in the 
decline of new acquisitions.”

hard to make the necessary updates 
to their network of sites.”

Integration is a key issue. The 
Catena Media Capital Markets Day 
presentation pointed out that the 
34 acquisitions meant the tech team 
had to deal with 34 different content 
management systems (CMS). 

Of note is that few if any of 
the acquisitions that have been 
announced in the gambling affiliate 
marketing sector make much of cost 
synergies, with the focus instead 
falling upon the hoped-for revenue 

Table 1: M&A deals in the first six months of 2018

Date Acquirer Target Market focus Initial price Total w/ earnout

Jan-18 XL Media Good Game Finland €7m €15m

Jan-18 Cherry/Game Lounge Slot Tracker Scandinavia €1m €1.2m

Jan-18 Catena Media Dreamworx Germany €9.5m

Feb-18 Meta Gambling Afiliados Gaming Latin America Unknown

Mar-18 1st Leads Bingoport.co.uk UK £2m £2.4m

Mar-18 Catena Media BonusSeeker.com US/New jersey $6.5m $16m

Apr-18 Better Collective Xpertan/Xpert Denmark Undiscl Undiscl

Apr-18 Cherry/Game Lounge TodaysWeb SEO specialist SEK14m

Apr-18 Catena Media BrokerDeal.de
Germany – financial 
services €1.2m €3.6m

Apr-18 Catena Media ParisSportifs.com France €8.2m €13.7m

Apr-18 Catena Media gg.co.uk UK £2m

Apr-18 XL Media WhichBingo UK

May-18 Racing Post Apsley Group UK Undiscl Undiscl

May-18 Raketech Casinofeber.se Sweden Undiscl Undiscl

May-18 Net Gaming Webwiser Germany €2.29m €3.5m

Jun-18 Raketech Shogun Media Scandinavia Unkn Unkn

Jun-18 Catena Media ASAP Italia Italy €12.5m €22m

Source: iGaming Business/Clear Concise Media
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A different tone
Such is the switch in focus at the 
foremost consolidator in the sector, 
Catena Media, that (as discussed 
elsewhere in this report) the company 
has indicated that its own buying 
spree will moderate from this point 
onwards and it will be concentrating 
less on M&A in the years to come.

A similar refocusing appears to 
be taking place among other sector 
constituents. Jesper Søgaard, chief 
executive at Better Collective – 
which listed in the summer on the 
Nasdaq First North exchange in 
Stockholm – believes the slowdown 
in M&A activity in the past few 
months is partly caused by many of 
the leading names adjusting to their 
new listed status.

He adds that the decline in the 
share prices of leading affiliates – in 
part in sympathy with the share-
price performance of the leading 
listed operators – has also been the 
source of a degree more caution. 

Søgaard insists that Better 
Collective remains “very active” in 
M&A and has a “strong pipeline” of 
potential deals in the offing. But as 
with Catena, it is hard not to come 
to the conclusion that, with the 
pace of deals visibly slowing down, 
the largest of the acquisitive super-
affiliates have become pickier, as 
Raketech chief executive Michael 
Holmberg suggests. 

“The Raketech M&A team holds 
regular discussions to go over all 
of the pitches,” he says. “But we 
are picky and want to ensure that 
the business, the people behind 
it and future growth projections 
meet our expectations.”

Though the calls are still 
coming in to the business from 
the M&A brokers and the smaller 
affiliates, he suggests the “gold 
rush” of people being able to 
build a site very quickly with the 
end-goal of ‘flipping it’ for a quick 

sale are now long gone.
“With fewer smaller businesses to 

buy, the bigger affiliates need to focus 
on new product development to gain 
market share, target new regions and 
enter new verticals,” he says. “We could 
also see more affiliates branching out 
into new areas like financial services, 
esports or travel to try their hand at 
something outside of igaming.”

Future deals
The move into adjacent sectors 
is certainly a preferred angle for 
Catena Media, XL Media and others. 
Indeed, the latest deal announced 
by Raketech was the buyout of 
Norwegian-facing consumer-finance 
affiliate assets, including the site 
Norskkreditt.no. 

Such moves away from 
the gambling sector and its 
attendant regulatory scrutiny 
are to be expected, suggests 
Sarah MacDonald from Wiggin: 
“Some of the listed marketing 
affiliates have rightly looked for 
acquisitions in other sectors, in 
part to leverage their technology 
and marketing expertise, but no 
doubt also with an eye on negative 
gambling regulatory developments 
around both affiliate activities and 
advertising more generally.”

Generally, however, there is a 

belief that even when it comes 
purely to the gambling sector, a 
renewal of M&A action is only a 
matter of time. Galanis certainly 
believes the slowdown in recent 
months is seasonal and that a pick-
up will take place in the spring. 

But he adds that the source of 
the deals might differ from the past 
few years. “This may come from 
outside of the industry’s current 
sphere of super affiliates, many of 
whom are focusing on optimising 
activities and embedding recently 
acquired assets and businesses,” 
he suggests. “My prediction is that 
we are likely to see further moves 
from the likes of Racing Post and 
perhaps an even larger media group 
entering the market.”

Claire Wellard, founder at affiliate 
marketing consultancy iGamingXL, 
says the basic dynamic of “many 
affiliates” simply building their 
businesses in order to sell holds 
and that the regulatory changes 
continues to exert an influence. 
“Affiliation is becoming harder and 
more competitive so a sale is in a 
lot of minds when building their 
businesses,” she says.

A harsher business environment
Nick Garner, chief executive at 
Rize.Digital and a longstanding 

There has been such 
a flurry of activity 
that those companies 
investing now need 
to take the time to 
consolidate their assets
Ryan Henderson,  
Kindred Group
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commentator on affiliate matters, 
suggests a simple, notional 
diagrammatic for the existing 
online gambling affiliate-marketing 
ecosystem.

“I think of affiliate marketing as an 
ecosystem with huge players at the 
top of the pyramid, such as Catena 
and XL Media, and then a massive, 
long tail of people working out of 
their bedrooms,” he says.

This top-heavy arrangement 
represents a relatively new structure, 
and one which Raketech’s Michael 
Holmberg suggests is a trickier 
landscape for the smaller one-man-
bands to negotiate.

“The sector is entering a new 
phase, becoming more mature and, 
therefore, stabilising,” he says. “Today 
it is harder than ever for new and 
inexperienced affiliates to establish 
themselves on the market. New start-
ups require more competence, greater 
resources, a better understanding of 
the industry, legal advice and simply 
more luck in the market. 

“In order to be successful, 
affiliates will need to build a good 
brand and provide users with the 
best product, and not just buy 
everyone else to grow via M&A. Now 
it is quality over quantity.”

Go pro
The strong possibility is that the net 
effect of the regulatory squeeze will 

be to act like a scythe on the smaller 
affiliates, accelerating the lifecycle 
for smaller players.

“Many either won’t or cannot 
market within the compliance 
guidelines that are being set,” 
says Sims. “The isolating of 
programmes and the closing of 
sites is becoming more common. 
There has always been churn 
but the number of sites we are 
seeing disappear one month to the 
next is quite stunning compared 
with what it used to be. Around 
5-10% of the sites we see month-
on-month are either changing 
dramatically or disappearing.”

This is Darwinian theory in 
action, he adds. “It’s about 
surviving the compliance landscape 
and those that come out the other 
side, that prove they are compliant, 
will have the trust of the operators. 

Once they have that, they will be 
among a small band of affiliates 
that will have some power, in a 
niche way.”

The effect of the regulatory 
squeeze and the drive towards M&A 
has “professionalised” the affiliate 
sector, according to Søgaard. “It has 
definitely been a wake-up call for 
the industry. The larger affiliates who 
have had the resources to navigate 
the regulations have definitely 
reaped the benefits.”

Resources is the vital factor. 
Compliance costs money, while also 
being a distraction. This in itself 
might be seen as an opportunity, 
suggests Feda Mecan, founder 
and chief executive at KaFe Rocks. 
“Compliance takes time and effort 
but it also pushes away some other 
affiliates or keeps the big guys 
busy and not focused sometimes,” 
he says. “Change can also be seen 
as a chance to enter a market or to 
make a more aggressive push but it 
still makes the entry more difficult 
and expensive for new players.”

Walters at Gambling.com makes 
the not insignificant point that 
just ensuring a website properly 
displays the necessary compliance 
information within many 
jurisdictions takes an effort that 
might be beyond some. 

“Other than extra manual work, 
the real impact of the changes 

It is fairly hard to display a good 
amount of T&Cs on a mobile 
screen without it looking pretty 
ugly. Some affiliates will find this 
tougher than others
Gavin Walters, Gambling.com

Affiliation is becoming harder and 
more competitive so a sale is in a 
lot of minds when building their 
businesses
Claire Wellard, iGamingXL
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is the appearance on affiliate 
websites,” he says. “It is fairly hard 
to display a good amount of T&Cs 
on a mobile screen without it 
looking pretty ugly. 

Some affiliates will find this 
tougher than others, it all depends 
on their backend features and 
functionality. Affiliates who are 
using Wordpress for example 
will likely have a tougher time 
compared to those who have a 
proprietary backend.”

Around 5-10% of the sites 
we see month-on-month 
are either changing 
dramatically  
or disappearing
Ian Sims, Rightlander

The long arm of the law
Whether affiliates will be able to avoid the regulatory 
embrace in any given jurisdiction is a matter of some 
debate. To be clear, affiliates have a choice of whether 
to take heed or ignore what is being said by regulators 
in any given jurisdiction; as Garner puts it, the long 
arm of any government is unlikely to stretch to every 
bedroom affiliate.

Yet arguably any jurisdiction intent on policing its 
gambling sector doesn’t need to resort to finding 
every affiliate working in every nook and cranny; as 
has been shown in the UK, it ‘merely’ has to pressure 
the operators working within the market with regard 
to all their marketing activities.

Putting operators on notice effectively does 
the same for the affiliates. In this way, a regulator 
potentially achieves control of the affiliate sector 
working within its jurisdiction at arm’s length and at 
relatively little extra cost.

“It stands to reason that if operators are increasingly 
under the spotlight of the relevant regulators to 
ensure that their marketing activities are conducted 
properly, affiliates will need to up their game too,” says 
MacDonald from Wiggin. 

“In many jurisdictions, an operator cannot simply 
claim that the marketing of their products and 
services was produced by an affiliate as a way to 
relieve them from their compliance obligations (and 
rightly so).”

It means that affiliates will need to ensure that are 
producing marketing that complies with all the relevant 

rules. “Whilst this may mean that the more non-
compliant affiliates find themselves out of work, this is 
a huge opportunity for those affiliates who understand 
the regulations to gain the trust of the operators and 
dominate the sector,” MacDonald concludes.

Wellard at iGamingXL says that while some affiliates 
will choose to work with unregulated brands, “for the 
most part, affiliates want to stay within the regulations”. 

“This gives them possible two routes. First, find the 
operators who are fully licensed within the market and 
already have their traffic, and promote only those. Or, 
second, look to emerging markets where opportunity is 
not so fierce. There are pros and cons for both and it’s 
possible that affiliates will choose both options initially.”

(The options with regard to emerging markets are 
discussed in the final section of this report.)

For Sims, the issue comes down to one of trust, 
between operators and affiliates as much as between 
the players and the merchants. “Affiliates have to show 
they are trustworthy and engaged with doing things 
in the right way,” he says. “If you are hoping someone 
will tell you where you are going wrong, you are on the 
slow road to ruin.”

Craig Van Flute, chief marketing officer at Argyll 
Entertainment, points out that the vast majority 
of affiliate partners for any operator are now “big 
businesses” and they themselves ensure they are up 
to date with compliance requirements. “They all know 
they are risking their lucrative working relationships 
with operators by failing in this area,” he says.
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Rather disarmingly, Catena Media’s chief executive 
Per Hellberg opened the company’s Capital Markets 
Day presentation in London in November 2018 by 
saying that the question he got asked “a lot” was, 
“What happens if you stop acquiring businesses?”

It is a fair question for a company best known 
for its willingness to get involved in M&A within the 
affiliate space. By the its own count, Catena has 
racked up 34 deals since it was formed in 2014, 
making it by far the largest and most public of the 
so-called super-affiliates.

Such is the company’s success in achieving scale 
in the online gambling sphere that it made clear 
its desire in the presentation that it be classed as a 
lead-generation company alongside such familiar 
names from the travel sector as Expedia and 
Booking.com.

The long-term aim is to move into other verticals 
and, indeed, as of now the company has a foothold 
in the financials space via sites such as LeapRate.
com and ForexTraders.com. Yet, for the moment 
it remains almost wholly online gambling focused. 
In the third quarter 2018, it said that revenues 
derived from online casino constituted 57% of total 
revenues for the quarter, while 37% was derived 
from sports-betting affiliates services and only 6% 
came from the financials business.

Building scale through M&A
The benefits of those 34 acquisitions within 
the past three or more years can be seen in the 
quarter-on-quarter revenue progression for the 

company since the fourth quarter 2015 (Chart 1).
In that period, revenues have risen nearly 370% to 

€27.7m and, year on year, the third quarter of 2018 
represented a 60% rise. On average, the company 
has enjoyed quarter-on-quarter growth of 19%.

In yearly revenues, the company has achieved a 
compound annual growth rate of 113%; the current 
run rate for the year to the end of the third quarter 
points annual revenues at €110.8m (Chart 2).

Going back to Hellberg’s question about what 
happens if the rate of acquisitions slows, it can be seen 
that the company’s evident success brings its own 
challenges. The trendline on revenue growth is heading 
south, down to around 10% as of the third quarter. 

This is to be expected given the company’s scale. 
Yet when it comes to the new depositing customers 
number – the basic lifeblood of the business – we 
can see that, in the third quarter of 2018, the total 
number fell backwards for the first time (Chart 3).

The year-on-year growth rate also tells a story, 
with the rate of growth moderating from around 
the 80% level in the third quarter of 2017 to below 
40% in 2018 (Chart 4).

Notably, perhaps, the company said the quarter-
on-quarter fall in NDCs occurred due to a World 
Cup-related fall off in the late summer. Yet it is 
perhaps not coincidental that since then Catena 
Media has gone quiet on the M&A front, with the 
last deal being the (now problematic) acquisition of 
ASAP Italia in July.

Hellberg spoke during the presentation about the 
NDCs number “not being spoken about internally” 

Chart 1: Catena Media quarterly revenues 
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and how quality, not volume, was the key. Indeed, 
the company made the point in its third-quarter 
presentation that organic growth for the period 
January-September this year stood at 17%. 

This presumably answers part of Hellberg’s 
question with regard to life post-M&A, although such 
a growth rate is below the long-term average of 
19%. It will be interesting to see whether the organic 
growth rate for the second half is spoken about when 
the full-year numbers are released early in 2019.

To €100m and beyond
Where the company can certainly expect to 
see organic growth is in the US, where it has 
a dominant position with regard to the online 
gambling, and now sports-betting, affiliate markets 
in New Jersey. 

Catena Media bought its way into the US via 
the acquisition of the PlayNJ assets in December 
2016 and even if post-PASPA opportunities have 
somewhat fallen into its lap, it is fair to say the 
company isn’t going to pass up the chance to 

capitalise on its good fortune.
Having subsequently bought PokerScout and 

BonusSeeker.com, the company is now pinning 
its hopes on seeing some organic growth from 
its leading position with regard to key markets in 
the US. In New Jersey, for instance, the company 
estimates its brands account for over 70% of all 
affiliate traffic. 

As it stands, Catena has not yet released any 
details on what that market dominance is worth in 
revenues but at the Capital Markets Day presentation, 
its US general manager for igaming, Michael Daly, said 
that at the current run-rate revenues in the US were 
growing at around the 20% mark. With more states 
set to open up next year, that growth is likely to 
accelerate. As Daly said, “The potential (is there) for 
US sports-betting to go gangbusters.”

Daly explained that the strategy from here was 
to focus on monetised, pre-monetised and build-
out sites across all the potential sports-betting 
states. “We will build out our domain names and 
site frameworks, plus we have global and national 
brands that we will be bringing to the US, such as 
AskGamblers.”

Such is the company’s confidence about its 
“pole position” in the US that at the Capital Markets 
Day the management spoke about the company’s 
medium-term EBITDA target of €100m being 
achievable without any further acquisitions.

“Because of the US, theoretically we don’t have 
to do any acquisitions to get to €100m in EBITDA 
by 2020,” said chief financial officer at the time Pia-
Lena Olofsson.

This gives a hint as to the US prospects. As of 
the third quarter 2018, the adjusted EBITDA figure 

Chart 3: Catena Media NDCs Q116-Q318
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The potential 
(is there) for US 
sports-betting to 
go gangbusters
Michael Daly,  
US general manager
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for the year-to-date stood at €38.1m. This is already 
ahead of the 2017 total of €36.2m and estimates 
by analysts at ABG Sundal Collier in Stockholm 
suggest the total will be €51m for this year.

They estimate a revenue contribution from the 
US of about €32m in 2020. Given subsequent 
company comments, this is likely to be an 
underestimation.

A pivot
The advent of the US opportunity is one reason 
why Catena Media’s focus has so clearly changed 
over the course of this year. The comment 
regarding value versus volume in NDCs could 
also go for the company’s overall strategy. Where 
previously Catena was keen to talk about the 4,000 
or more sites it was accumulating and processing 
through its bespoke content management system, 
now it says it has whittled that total down to 
around 1,200.

Moreover, its focus is now on 30 or 40 brands 
that are its major revenue generators, and which 
the company says account for about 80% of its 
total revenues.

Alongside this switch in focus comes what 
would appear to be a major shift in M&A emphasis. 
As mentioned, the company has not made an 
acquisition since the ASAP Italia deal in July, and 
while Hellberg paid lip service to the continued 
search for opportunities, there can be little doubt 
that M&A is no longer the focus it once was. 
“We are now focused on growing organically by 
geographic expansion and selected acquisitions,” 
Hellberg told the Capital Markets Day audience.

“There are very few properties we would like to 
acquire,” he added. “There are a lot of things that 
would like to sell, but not in a way that would suit 
our portfolio. Now we are targeting larger assets 
– single brands, or fewer brands at least. A single 
brand, with a clear focus, has all the benefits but 
there are very few of these out there now. We have 
bought a lot. We are looking; we still see 50 or 60 
cases a month. We turn down a lot.”

The analyst view
Analysts at ABG Sundal Collier in Stockholm issued 
a note of Catena Media in mid-November. Looking 
at the company’s third-quarter performance, they 
put the case for why the shares might see a boost 
in 2019.
• The US: Higher than expected scalability in 

relation to the current and expected expansion of 
regulated gaming states.

• M&A: A slower pace of acquisition activity will 
lead to lower depreciation and amortisation 
charges.

• Stronger stock performance: The lower-than-
expected dilution from using shares in any M&A 
deals. 

These factors mean that analysts have revised their 
earnings-per-share estimates for the years 2019 and 
2020 by 13% and 15% respectively. “The confidence 
in our estimates has increased, as we have looked 
more into the numbers for the expected US 
expansion. We think slower growth and challenging 
regulatory changes in Europe can be offset by the 
contribution from the US journey.”

Chart 5: Catena Media quarterly adjusted 
EBITDA (€m) Q116-Q318
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Now we are 
targeting larger 
assets – single 
brands, or fewer 
brands at least
Per Hellberg, CEO
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Case study: 
The ranks of the listed affiliate marketing 
providers were boosted in 2018 when both Better 
Collective and Raketech were admitted to the 
Nasdaq First North market in Stockholm. The pair 
joined Catena Media on that exchange, while XL 
Media is the sector’s sole representative on the 
London Stock Exchange.

Yet their collective performance over the course 
of the past 12 months shows the degree to which 
the sector is just as sensitive to the impact of 
regulation on the gambling sector as the listed 
operators and backend suppliers are.

The biggest of the quartet, Catena Media, ends 
the year pretty much where it started, at around 

the SEK100 level, but the performance of the shares 
since the summer in particular has been largely 
disappointing. (See chart 1)

A less ambiguously poor performance comes 
from rival XL Media, which struggled all year. In 
particular, the company suffered a severe share-
price drop in September, at the time of a trading 
statement when it specifically warned on the 
impact of gambling-related regulatory issues in 
Australia and Europe. From highs of over 200p, 
the share price is now struggling to hold ground at 
around 75p. 

The mixed sentiment with regard to these 
relatively long-standing listed pair has weighed on 
the share prices of the two new listings from the 
summer, Better Collective and Raketech (See charts 
3 and 4).

XL Media’s regulatory warning
As can be seen from the XL Media share-price 
performance, it was the company’s June profit 
warning that pulled the rug from under the 
company’s share piece and contributed to the 
generally negative sentiment affecting its listed 
competitors.

The company blamed the “closure of the 
Australian market” in late 2017 as well as the 
“regulatory status” of key European markets, in 
particular the UK and Germany.

“These regulatory changes have triggered a 
re-alignment in how operators and marketers can 

Chart 1: Catena Media share price year to 7 
December 2018 
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Chart 2: XL Media share price year to 7 
December 2018 
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Chart 3: Better Collective share price since 
float (8 June 2018 to 7 December 2018)
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work, which should lead to a clearer and more 
functional environment,” the statement said. “There 
has also been some reduction in SEO performance 
in a few specific territories.”

Ory Weihs, chief executive at XL Media, said 
at the time that the regulatory changes – and 
their interpretation – has “confused the market 
substantially”. He added: “We are now starting to 
see this stabilise but, whilst there is uncertainty 
around the impact of regulations, there is naturally 
a disruption to normal course, both with online 
gambling operators and affiliates.”

Tied together
Weihs made it clear in June that XL Media would 
focus on “operating in markets where there is 
clearly defined regulation in place, or where 
regulation is in the process of being implemented”. 
This makes plain that he sees his company’s future 
as tied to those of the regulated operators.

Similar sentiments surfaced in Catena Media’s 
Capital Markets Day presentation, where the 
company made the point that 75% of its revenues 
come from regulated and/or tax markets (a 
definition that brings in German sports betting, if 
not German online casino and games).

Still, Catena indicated it would work in “the lower 
risk” grey markets, presumably determined by the 
tolerance of the operators.

The regulatory tie proves an obvious point 
regarding affiliates. The operators seek out new 

markets according to their own business plans and 
the affiliates (at least the established ones) follow. 
This is obvious from the enthusiasm from Catena, 
for instance, for the US sports-betting opportunity. 
Whether by luck of judgement, the company finds 
itself in prime position to feed the need for players 
by regulated sports-betting operators.

The degree to which Catena, in particular, feels 
exposed by its reliance on one sector is clear from 
the company’s recent presentation where it makes 
clear that it believes it has “transferable skills”, 
and sees its future in exploring other, potentially 
adjacent, sectors.

As it stands, this is confined to the financial 
services sector where as of the third quarter the 
company earned 6% of total revenues.

Chart 4: Raketech share price since float  
July 2018 to December 2018
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Regulatory changes and their 
interpretation has “confused the 
market substantially
Ory Weihs, XLMedia
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Affiliates and the US market 
opportunity
Catena Media isn’t the only company 
with high hopes for what might 
become of the US regulated sports-
betting opportunity, and what 
that might mean for the gambling 
affiliate marketing sector. Better 
Collective also made much of the 
company earning its first US-derived 
revenues in the third quarter 2018 
and chief executive Jesper Søgaard 
says the potential in the US has 
“grabbed everyone’s attention, and 
there is an industry-wide movement 
to grab a share as early as possible”.

He adds: “We’ve already taken 
necessary steps to take on the US 
market, having registered a company 
with the intention of having people 
on the ground during 2019.”

The US opportunity is one that 

should rightly be grasped with 
both hands, suggests Galanis from 
TAG Media. “Of all stakeholders 
successfully active in Europe, I 
believe it is the affiliates who have 
the ripest opportunity to play the 
long game in the evolving US sports-
betting market,” he says.

“Achieving organic search 
rankings is on the whole a relatively 
simple task in most states, although 
affiliates shouldn’t expect to derive 
huge returns any time soon – with 
the exception of New Jersey.”

A model Garden
For all the unbounded promise, 
the US opportunity comes with its 
own regulatory pressures. If the 
New Jersey model is replicated in 
newly regulating jurisdictions, it 
will mean seeking licensing for any 

Part 3: The future for affiliates

Anyone who thinks they 
can just drop an existing 
English-language platform 
across the pond and 
become number one is 
fooling themselves
Jesper Søgaard,  
Better Collective

The US will dominate 
discussions for some 
within the gambling 
affiliate marketing 
sector, as will the 
potential for new markets 
elsewhere in the world. 
But sector experts 
warn against believing 
they can escape the 
influence of regulation 
by sidestepping into 
emerging markets
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The beauty of affiliate 
marketing can really be 
found in its ability to 
develop new markets. 
Right now, the most 
interesting opportunity 
lies in South America
Tom Galanis, TAG Media

affiliates undertaking revenue-share 
agreements.

“Affiliates will be under the 
regulatory spotlight in the 
US and developments in this 
market are quite unpredictable,” 
says Holmberg at Raketech. 
“To successfully enter the US 
market, European affiliates need 
to fully understand the region, 
its intricacies, most popular 
sports, betting odds formats and 
consumer habits.”

As with any new market, 
adaptability will be a key attribute 
for those hoping to strike out 
into new territories; having an 
understanding how US consumers 
differ from their European 
counterparts will be vital.

“Anyone who thinks they can just 
drop an existing English-language 
platform across the pond and 
become number one is fooling 
themselves,” says Søgaard. “The 
US consumer has a completely 
different approach to sports betting 
and sports fandom. It is up to us to 
adjust our products to appeal to that 
type of audience.”

New partners
Compared with the online industry 
that has grown up in Europe, the US 
sports betting market is likely to be 
much more closely entwined with 
the land-based gaming sector.

“The previously land-based 
operators of the US are now 
entering the digital space for the 
first time and we as experienced 
affiliates have the opportunity to 
help guide them towards greater 
success,” says Søgaard. “Plus, with 
many of our European partners 
establishing operations in the west 
as well, us European affiliates need 
to be prepared to supply them the 
same strong users over there as we 
have done in Europe.”

Galanis thinks the particulars 

of the US market will encourage a 
change of business practice among 
affiliates. “For affiliates to present a 
sustainable business model that is 
attractive from both a commercial 
and regulatory perspective, we 
are likely to see them morph into 
customer-engagement businesses,” 
he says. “[That will mean] going 
beyond pure acquisition to assist 
in the successful onboarding 
and reactivation of players. The 
likelihood that CPA deals maintain 
pre-eminence over more complex 
revenue-share arrangements will 
allow for this.”

Wellard at iGamingXL agrees, 
suggesting that affiliates in the US 
will be regarded more as media 
partners, with CPA deals much 
more prevalent than revenue-share 
arrangements. “While there are pros 
and cons to this set up, I think there 
is a lot of room for success for those 
who follow the regulation rules and 
prove their results. Those will be 
rewarded handsomely,” she says.

Still, she thinks that affiliate 
marketing, regardless of how it is 
categorised, will account for a lower 
percentage of marketing spend (and 
revenue) than is the case in Europe.

“I see affiliates as a smaller portion 
of the US operators’ business,” she 
says. “There is still education to take 

place within the US operators and, 
as mentioned, the business model 
will be different to what we see in 
other markets.”

But if the proportion of business 
derived from affiliates is smaller 
than it is in Europe, it will still 
be significant and highly prized, 
suggests Damien Fearn, chief 
executive and founder at Tipstrr.

“With competition likely to be sky 
high between bookmakers in the 
US, I’d be surprised if we didn’t see 
some very affiliate-friendly deals, 
especially in the next 12-18 months 
as bookmakers compete to be the 
guy at the top in the US,” he says. 
“Affiliates with the traffic will almost 
certainly be wearing the trousers in 
the bookmaker-affiliate relationships 
early on.”

Nothing new under the sun
The oft-heard point that sports 
betting, particularly online sports 
betting but also all forms of 
online gaming and gambling, is 
nothing new to the US consumer is 
particularly relevant to the affiliate 
sector.

As Holmberg at Raketech says, 
there used to be a huge poker 
market in the US and similarly the 
offshore sports betting market has 
continued to thrive regardless of any 
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actions on the part of the authorities. 
Nothing about the US is completely 
alien, even if the regulated nature of 
the market is new.

“The framework for [Google] 
ranking is global,” says Garner 
from Rize.Digital. “It is also worth 
saying many affiliates have ranked 
on gambling phrases in the US for 
years and they profit by marketing 
operators who are prepared to take 
the regulatory risk of accepting 
customers from that territory.”

As has been discussed in the 
previous section, whether the 
unregulated and regulated can 
sit together in the US is a highly 
debatable scenario. Garner asks 
“whether the US regulators will have 
the same demands on affiliates as 
the UK regulators do”; but arguably, 
if they follow the UK example, it will 
‘merely’ be a question of pressurising 
the operators, which will determine 
which affiliates they can work with.

A new car in a new town
Still, the US is far from being the 
only new opportunity for affiliates. 
“The beauty of affiliate marketing 
can really be found in its ability 
to develop new markets,” says 
Galanis. “Right now, the most 
interesting opportunity lies in South 
America, where overtones towards 
regulation – and sensible regulation 

at that – provides a time-sensitive 
opportunity for affiliates.”

Galanis mentions Brazil, Argentina 
and Peru as being particularly 
“fascinating” in this respect but 
he also cites Africa, which was 
also given a mention by various 
other market participants and 
commentators as being a territory 
that’s underexploited in affiliate 
terms. In a similar sense, eastern 
Europe is also namechecked in 
affiliate circles as a territory ripe for 
further exploitation.

One argument set out by 
Garner suggests that affiliates 
are emerging in new – sometimes 
greyer – territories all the time. 
“When you look beyond the main 
regulated markets, it’s remarkable 
how much business there is,” he 
says. “More regulation means more 
admin; however, as you know you 
can rank anywhere in the world 
from anywhere in the world, so the 
whole ecosystem is very liquid and 
malleable. Upshot: affiliates will 
follow the path of least resistance 
and most profit, taking them 
to whatever country territory 
produces revenue.” 

Skill sets
In part this is about transferable 
skills. As Garner pointed out with 
regard to the US, the basic structure 

of search is applicable globally. 
Holmberg at Raketech notes that 
“certain marketing techniques 
that are no longer used in western 
Europe can still be used in emerging 
markets”.

He adds: “Thus, affiliates will look 
at the things they did well in western 
Europe and apply those to penetrate 
new markets at an early stage.”

But Holmberg stresses that 
moving into emerging or grey 
markets shouldn’t be seen as simply 
an escape route from more stringent 
regulatory conditions in more 
mature markets. “There are some 
great opportunities in emerging 
markets but we wouldn’t only cite 
harsher regulation conditions as a 
factor to look further afield,” he says. 

“While there are plenty of great 
opportunities in unexploited 
markets, there are also a lot of 
challenges and risks,” he adds. 
“For example, hiring people on 
the ground is a key obstacle 
for new markets, as the pool of 
experienced staff in some countries 
is non-existent. Also, mature and 
regulated markets provide a level 
playing field without the risk of a 
drastic government clampdown, 
something we have seen before in 
this industry. Thus, regulation helps 
ensure more regimented and safer 
market conditions.”

The rules of distraction
While the increase in regulations 
may be a source of angst among 
some affiliates, they should be wary 
of believing the sunlit uplands of 
new territories will be free from such 
burdens, warns Henderson at Kindred.

“Note that many countries in 
eastern Europe and Africa are 
regulated and come with similar 
compliance pressures to western 
Europe,” he says. “Any major affiliate 
in this business for the long haul 
needs to address compliance and 

Hiring people on the 
ground is a key obstacle for 
new markets, as the pool of 
experienced staff in some 
countries is non-existent
Michael Holmberg, Raketech
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regulation, not dodge these by 
looking to other markets. The industry 
is only moving in one direction and it’s 
a direction that we fully endorse and 
support at Kindred.”

There is, as he says, an opportunity 
cost in any change of direction in 
business. “It’s this equation affiliates 
will need to take a view on; is it 
worth the loss of focus from existing 
operations? For many, mostly larger 
affiliates, it will be. For smaller 
operations, it may be unwise for 
them to take their eye off the ball.”

Quality thresholds
For some, affiliate marketing remains 
at heart a simple game: operators 
need affiliates because they are bad 
at organic search. “Affiliates will 
fill that vacuum and not much will 
change at a structural level,” says 
Garner. “Different markets demand 
different content but content is just 
‘words’ and is therefore malleable. 
Words change depending on 
circumstance.”

As Galanis points out, affiliate 

marketing is guided by the product 
that is there to market, which is likely 
to develop in different ways and 
evolve to suit local tastes. “Quality 
versus volume is always going to 
be dependent on the type of traffic 
affiliates source and both will continue 
to have their place in operator 
acquisition budgets,” he says.

With the major sourcing channels 
(Google, Facebook, Twitter et al) 
continuing themselves to evolve and 
innovate, performance marketers in 
any sector are in a constant race to 
keep up with newer technologies 
and platforms. One such, Galanis 
says, is influencer marketing, which 
in gambling terms is a market that’s 
yet to be cracked.

“I would put this down to the lack 
of contextuality of the endorsement 
of gambling, as well as issues 
surrounding social responsibility,” 
he says. “Perhaps verticals such as 
esports may change this; it has a 
more tangible endorsability than 
traditional betting and gaming.”

A matter of trust
As Garner suggests, social-media 
marketing generally isn’t particularly 
effective for affiliates and without any 
other large infrastructural technology 
coming along to change the nature 
of the game, “you ultimately come 
back to search engines, rankings and 
targeted content”. 

Yet on the other side of this basic 
transaction, there has been more 
movement when it comes to the 
consumer and this changes how 
affiliates can go about their business.

In this sense, the coming of the 
super-affiliates has raised the bar 
for all affiliates. “We will see affiliates 
becoming way more professional 
and whatever you think about super 
affiliates, you will need to rethink,” 
says Mecan from KaFe Rocks. “So 
far, the amount of true innovation 
compared with buying with cheap 

cash is fairly low. So there will always 
be room to go into the ring with 
them and fight.”

“I think the changes to regulation 
and M&A are driving affiliates to 
think differently,” says Sims from 
Rightlander. “The days of starting 
with a quick couple of sites to 
drive easy traffic are gone. You 
have to come in with a way to 
be authoritative. The players are 
more knowledgeable and they are 
expecting now to go to sites that 
demonstrate authority. They are 
much more aware of the fact that 
mis-selling is a misdemeanour.”

He suggests that the way sites 
present their information has to 
change. “Opinion hasn’t necessarily 
been borne from knowledge,” he 
adds. “The punters are now used 
to the TripAdvisor approach, and 
that means the affiliates need to 
think differently. It’s an evolution; 
the internet is just a few seconds old 
after all.”

Don’t stop believing
Where the affiliate marketing 
sector goes from here will largely 
be determined by the operators 
themselves and their individual 
relationships with regulators in 
various jurisdictions. The pressures 
on operators are clear. Even if a 
dwindling collection of grey markets 
provide the equivalent of an escape 
valve, regulated jurisdictions are set 
to both multiply and become trickier 
to negotiate. The affiliates large or 
small will find themselves subject to 
this pressure by default, if not directly, 
and will be forced to cut their cloth 
accordingly. In such circumstances, it 
might be that size will count. 

Yet, more definitively, it is also 
true that online gambling operators 
in every jurisdiction need affiliates as 
much as before. The mechanics of 
the relationship may change, but not 
the necessity.

Operators need affiliates 
because they are bad at 
organic search
Nick Garner, RIZE Digital
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